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Abstract: Instrumented Avalanche Rod (IAR) is a multipurpose instrument to estimate the avalanche risk while crossing the
avalanche path by getting information of terrain and snowpack condition. IAR has been facilitated with the measurement of
hardness index and temperature profile of snow pack in spatial domain by incorporating various electronic sensors like load
cell, thermocouple and Global Positioning System (GPS). The static penetration index and temperature profile obtained with
this device are helpful in assessing the weak layers position in the snow pack. An array of magnetic field sensors with
Unique Identification Number (UIN) has been used to measure the snow depth during data collection. Avalanche Victim
Detector (AVD) has been incorporated into the rod with a separate PDA receiver to trace the victim in case of avalanche
accidents. Snow shovel and ice axe can be incorporated on the rod using push button mechanism to carry out the rescue
operations as per requirement. In this paper, main features, design, sensors used and capability of the multipurpose IAR has
been presented.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Western and central Himalaya experiences snowfall of
varying magnitudes during winter. The unstable snow pack
results in avalanches that endanger human lives and their
property. It causes problems in movement of defense personal
and civilian population living in these areas. The people
moving in these conditions do not have adequate equipment
to help them in knowing the field conditions along the way.
Researchers have developed tools like Snow Micro Pen
(SMP) [1] which is a motorized probe with a tiny sensor at
the tip that is driven through the snow, providing information
about the strength and structure of the snow layers, which is
analyzed on a portable computer. Another instrument named
Penetrometer measures the micro-structural hardness (bond
strength) of snow. Separate devices are commercially
available for rescue purposes. Snow stability is determined
by using different instruments like Ramsonde rod, SMP,
Penetrometer, etc. There is no instrument which has the
advantages of collecting the snow data and working as a tool
for snow mountainous region. Also, instruments to measure
the temperature profile have been developed. PIC
(Programmable Intelligent Computer) based Penetrometer has
been developed by Thapar University, India that can
simultaneously record the hardness and temperature profile
of the pack [2]. The Backcountry Access Spot 203 Avalanche
Probe is also available with compact design assembly that is
extremely quick and easy to use for spot-on safety in the
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backcountry [3]. A similar probe developed by Demon is also
available commercially [4].
IAR is an instrumented rod that helps collect various
snow parameters expediently along the route while tracking
in the snow bound terrain, in turn helping the individual in
first hand analysis of the snow pack stability conditions
along the way. It is designed for cold region with enough
mechanical strength with the objective to be used in low
temperature snow laden areas. The snow and meteorological
data collected from the avalanche sites can also be used in
various avalanche forecasting models by the avalanche
forecasters. IAR along with a digital map can be used to
trace the path in hazardous areas to rescue the people.
Temperature and hardness profile of different parts of snow
covered areas can be generated using this rod along with a
map to make prejudgments about the snow paths, melting
of inner snow participles and its depth measurements.
2. DESIGN OF INSTRUMENTED ROD
In order to rectify the danger or any kind of loss due to
avalanche, it is impertinent to know about the salient features
of snowpack like its inner temperature, hardness, etc. Taking
into consideration the above requirements, IAR was
developed to give all these information along the route while
doing reconnaissance to avoid the dangers of accidents in
avalanche prone areas. Figure 1 shows the schematic
diagram of IAR along with its accessories and the snap of
IAR prototype in cold chamber under controlled conditions.
The electronic block diagram of the IAR depicting all the
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sensors, its location in the rod along with the wiring details
is given in figure 2. Different parts of the IAR and their
characteristics with their specifications are illustrated below:

Figure 1: Schematic Diagram of IAR and Testing in Cold
Chamber
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of snow [5]. The information of snow depth and weak layers
position is required along the route while moving in such
terrain as a safety precaution. New technique has been
introduced in the IAR to measure the snow depth. It consists
of an array of magnetic field sensors (figure 3) and a magnetic
ring plate (figure 3) to execute the operation. The array of 75
magnetic field sensors is placed inside the rod at equal
distance of 1cm each. Five PCB strips of 15 magnetic sensors
each are multiplexed to get 75 sensors array. Multiplexing of
sensors reduces the processing time and the number of ports
required on the datalogger also reduces. A magnetic ring fitted
on to a composite material plate is an accessory to the rod.
While collecting the data, the plate is placed on the snow
surface and the rod is inserted vertically through the hole of
the plate. The plate has a magnetic ring along the
circumference of the hole. When the rod is pressed
downwards through the hole of the plate into the snowpack,
the plate will remain steady on the surface and the magnetic
sensor array will pass one by one through the magnetic ring
intercepting the magnet that activates the sensor. Each
magnetic field sensor has a UIN, based on which, whichever
sensor passes through the ring, its corresponding UIN is
displayed in terms of its equivalent depth. This interception
is recorded in the data logger that gives the exact amount of
penetration of the rod inside the snowpack at each instant.
This technique does not require power for activating the
sensors as the sensors are passive components.

Figure 3: Magnetic Field Sensors Array and Magnetic Ring
Figure 2: Electronics Block Diagram of IAR. Labels are: 1.
IAR Rod; 2. Tip; 3. Thermocouple; 4. Load Cell; 5. Torch; 6.
Power source for Torch; 7. GPS; 8. 2×1.5V AAA Battery for
GPS; 9. 457KHz Transmitter device; 10. Tra nsmitting
Antenna; 11. Power source for transmitting device; 12. 457KHz
Receiver PDA device; 13. Receiving Antenna for PDA device;
14. Power source for PDA device; 15. DAQ system; 16. Data
logging; 17. Data Processing; 18. USB Port for data retrieval;
19. Ni-Mh battery to power DAQ, thermocouple, display &
load cell; 20. Display; 21. Temperature reading; 22. Snow
Depth Reading; 23. Hardness Index Reading; 24. Triggering
Switch for data collection; 25. Magnetic field sensor array for
snow depth measurement.

2.1 Magnetic Field Sensors Array - A New Technique
to Measure Snow Depth
With time, the depth of snowpack decreases and it varies at
different points, based on metamorphism and densification

2.2 Load Cell - Mechanism to Measure
Hardness Index of Snow
Load cell assembly for load transfer has been designed
uniquely to measure the hardness of snow using load cell.
Load cell is fitted near the handle of the rod just below the
GPS fitting assembly. When the force is applied manually on
to the handle, the rod moves vertically inside the snowpack.
Depending on the hardness of the snowpack, the reaction force
is felt at the tip which is transferred to the sensing part of the
load cell with the help of the load cell assembly as shown in
the figure 4. The reason of fitting the load cell near the handle
is to protect it from getting damaged because of the hard
surfaces and rocks during experimentation and climbing the
rocky terrain. Load cell based on strain gauge fitted into the
rod, is a miniature single channel load button with 1kN load
capacity and 2mV/V output.
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measuring various snow parameters like temperature [7].
Thermocouple type K to IEC 60584 is used to measure the
temperature profile of the snowpack. Figure 6 depicts the
assembly for the fitment of the temperature sensor in the
rod. The location of the sensor is selected above the tip of
the rod to protect the sensor from direct jerks because the
tip may hit the hard surfaces while experimentation and
during climbing. The sensor has a fast response, exposed
junction and works in the temperature range of –75°C to +
250°C.

Figure 4: Load Cell Assembly

2.3 Measurement Probes
Detachable tips with various angles as shown in figure 5a
are made for collecting hardness profile of snow with different
hardness index. With the increase in the hardness of snow,
the angle of the tip selected should be less for easy insertion
of the tip in the snow. The angles of the tips available are
30°, 45°, 60°, 75° & 120° and their weight ranges from 60gm
to 89gm. The tips are fabricated using SS 304 material.
Another tip is made with an angle of 60° (figure 5b) with a
protecting cover for the thermocouple so that the sensor is
protected while walking or using the IAR as a shovel or ice
axe. It also acts as shovel/ ice axe holder. Floyer (2008) [6]
attached tips of different shapes and sizes to the SABRE
probe, filmed the penetration pattern around each and
analyzed the films using particle tracking velocimetry. The
most important qualitative conclusion that can be drawn from
this work was that the tapered blade tip led to a much smaller
zone of horizontal and forward compaction than either of the
larger conical or rounded probe tips.

Figure 5: Tips with Different Angles and Tip with
Protecting Cover

Figure 6: Thermocouple Assembly

2.5 Global Positioning System
GPS gives the location of the data collected along the route.
It is also used to measure the speed with which the rod is
inserted into the snowpack, which helps in maintaining a
constant speed of penetration. Once the data is retrieved
into the PC, it is superimposed on the digital terrain maps
to get the clear picture of the places from where the data
were collected. It stores the location, date and time in its
own memory and displays it on the GPS screen. The case
of GPS module is fully-gasketed, made up of high-impact
plastic alloy with an inbuilt antenna. It has an inbuilt display
of 100 x 64 pixels, with a position accuracy of 15 meters
RMS. GPS is fitted on to an assembly along with the fitting
of AVD, Datalogger and torch as shown in figure 7.

Figure 7: Fitting of GPS, AVD, Data Logger and Torch

2.4 Thermocouple Assembly

2.6 AVD and PDA Receiver

The investigation of snowpack is commonly achieved by
doing stratigraphy by opening a vertical profile wall and

When a person is moving along an avalanche prone area,
there is a danger of getting trapped in an avalanche. AVD is
used to trace the victim from the debris of avalanche.
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Similarly, there are chances that IAR may be dislocated
during the reccee, which arise the requirement to trace the
IAR buried in snow. We have incorporated a 457 KHz
transmitter within the rod while a compact hand held PDA
receiver is kept with another person following him, so that
in case the IAR is dislocated, it can be traced by the beep
sound of the PDA receiver that gives the direction and the
distance of the victim.
2.7 Data Logger and Display System
The datalogger is fitted along with the fitting of sensors
given in figure 8. It does signal conditioning for load cell,
magnetic field sensors and k-type thermocouple. It acquires
and stores data at 10 samples per seconds in internal
memory. The data can be transferred to PC via USB port.
To avoid unnecessary data logging, a triggering switch is
provided, which once triggered will start collecting data of
all the sensors and will continue to collect the data until the
switch is triggered again.
An OLED display is serially interfaced with the DAQ
system to display the instant data in real time. It displays
thermocouple reading, depth sensor value and instantaneous
force being applied on avalanche rod. The temperature is
displayed in °C, hardness index in N and depth of penetration
in cm.
2.8 IAR Interface with PC
The data is collected from load cell, thermocouple and
magnetic field sensor array at a sampling rate of X = 100
samples/sec. It is stored in the DAQ at the rate of Y = 10
samples/sec. The logged data is the average of the sampled
data collected during that interval. The number of samples
collected during this period is X/Y = 10. These values are
averaged to get a single value that is logged in the DAQ.
The data logged can be downloaded to PC using a USB 2.0
serial interface port available on the datalogger. Once the
data is transferred to PC, it can be processed using IAR
software to generate graphs for temperature and hardness
index profile.

Figure 8: Fitting Arrangement for Shovel and Ice Axe

3. PROCEDURE
Experiments are required to be carried out in the field to
access the snowpack stability. Before turning the system
ON, the magnetic ring is placed on the snow surface where
data is required to be collected. The triggering switch is
pressed at the time of inserting the rod into the snowpack
through the magnetic ring hole. Once the sensors are
triggered, load cell, thermocouple, GPS and magnetic field
sensors start collecting data which is logged in the datalogger
at a speed of 10 samples/second. Software has been
developed for data collection for load cell, GPS,
thermocouple and magnetic field sensors. The data collected
is then processed using IAR software to get the desired
output. The detailed flowchart for data collection is given
in figure 9.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Experiments were conducted in the controlled conditions to
test the working of various sensors. Initially IAR was kept in
the cold chamber for 3hrs at –20°C to check sustainability
and functioning of the instrument at extreme conditions.
Transfer of load from tip to load cell was tested and verified
using known weights. Table 1 shows the sample of the
variations in the measured load and the actual load applied.
Table 1
Actual load v/s Measured load
Sr.No.

Actual load

Measured load

Variation

% Variation

1

1kg

9.89N (0.989kg)

0.011kg

1.1

2

2kg

19.92N (1.992kg)

0.008kg

0.4

2.9 Avalanche Safety and Rescue Tools

3

5kg

49.84N (4.984kg)

0.04kg

0.32

Shovel and Ice Axe are the accessories of IAR that can be
used as rescue tools. A push button mechanism has been
designed for attaching these tools. Shovel can be used for
digging the pit to perform experiments in snow pack and
Ice Axe can be used for climbing the snow bound hills. The
fitting arrangement is shown in figure 8. The rod is made
up of aluminum magnesium alloy with T6 tempering with
inner diameter of 17.5 mm and outer diameter of 19mm
and length of 750 mm.

4

10kg

99.87N (9.987kg)

0.013kg

0.13

To access the functioning of each sensor, a snow sample
of 250kg/m3 density and 0.0005m grain size, kept at –5°C
was used. The figure 10 shows the temperature profile of
the undisturbed snowpack taken at Dhundi field station. It
shows that the data collected between 0 and 5cm from top
is 0°C, as the sensor is placed above the tip of the rod whose
height is 5cm. The sensor measures the temperature of the
snowpack from 6cm to 80cm only while moving from top
to bottom.
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Figure 9: Data Collection Flowchart for IAR
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The data of table 2 is displayed on the datalogger display
and data of table 3 is displayed on GPS display. The data of
these two tables are synchronized based on the time at which
they were collected. Once synchronized, data of table 2 are
mapped with the location of site where data is collected
whose lat, long are specified in table3. This data is then
superimposed onto the digital contour map of that area to
get the status of the stability of the snow cover of that area.

Figure 10: Temperature Profile of Snowpack

Table 2 shows the sample data collected from the load
cell, temperature sensor and magnetic field sensors by
applying manual force at the handle. Table 3 shows the
sample GPS data collected at regular interval.
Table 2
Sample Data Collected from Various Sensors of IAR
Sr. No.

Force (N)

Temp. (°C)

Snow Depth (cm)

1

5.77

–4.6

6

2

11.29

–4.6

13

3

19.34

–4.7

22

4

20.78

–4.6

23

Table 3
Sample Data Collected from GPS
Alt.

Speed (m/s) Time

5. FUTURE WORK
Two variants of IAR are proposed to be developed based
on the type of users. Variant-I is designed for scientific
purpose to be used by the researchers to collect snow
parameters along the route while reconnaissance, in which
various sensors will be incorporated to help in estimation
of the stability of the snowpack. Variant-II is designed for
the troops that move in the snow bound areas in Himalayas.
This will help in easy movement and tracking the location
using GPS. This variant will have limited features like GPS,
AVD and rescue equipment. Also, Snow & Avalanche Study
Establishment (SASE) has generated digital contour maps
of all important avalanche sites across Indian Himalaya with
detailed information of terrain. These maps are proposed to
be fed into GPS which will help the person moving in these
terrains to follow the predefined path.

Sr. No.

Lat.

Long.

1

32014’23.79”

77012’21.33” 2970

0.1

11:49:12

6. CONCLUSIONS

2

32014’22.42”

77012’21.47” 2963

0.13

11:49:13

3

32014’22.35”

77012’21.52” 2979

0.22

11:49:14

4

32014’22.91”

77012’21.32” 2984

0.19

11:49:15

Instrumented Avalanche Rod demonstrates to be a path
breaker in providing support with the help of multiple
equipments loaded onto a light weight rod for the people
moving in the snow bound areas in the mountainous regions.
It also helps to rescue the people during avalanche using
detachable rescue equipment. In boarder areas, this rod can
also be used to trace the path along with the GPS in order to
avoid further dangers. Temperature and hardness profile at
various spots along the route on snow covered areas can be
collected using this rod along with a map to make
prejudgments about the snow pack stability, melting of inner
snow participles, its depth measurements and ambient
temperature. Being a multi-purpose rod, it will surely
enhance the safely and rescue of the troops moving in
avalanche prone areas. The multi-functional features of the
IAR will certainly purge the hauling of separate equipment
during the movement in the difficult snow bound terrain
helping in easy mobility and collecting snow parameters
for avalanche defense.

Figure 11 shows the graph for Force v/s Penetration
depth with respect to Time. It is observed that the first five
values of force are plotted at zero penetration depth as the
magnetic field sensors are placed above the tip and the height
of tip is 5cm. The first magnetic field sensor is located at
the 6th cm. This shows that the IAR doesn’t measure the
penetration depth upto 5cm. As there are 75 sensors in the
array, the IAR measures the penetration depth from 6-80cm.
The force applied at the 27th cm suddenly rises to 47N,
which shows that it has reached the bottom of the sample
and has hit the surface.
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